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Try Again Today
The Charlatans

THE CHARLATANS  - TRY AGAIN TODAY 

Transcribed by Stevie C (stevc999@hotmail.com)

Some tabs are just so wrong you wonder how people don t notice when they play
it.
This one is right - it s a gorgeous sweet song by a great band. 

CHORDS USED:

Eb   G#    Fm       Bb   Cm        Gm     
2- -3-----------------2---------2-------|
3---3-------------2---2--3------2-------|
2-----------------2---2---4-----2-------|
0---------2------ 2---2---4-----2--4----|
---2------2-----------2---------2--4----|
----3---------------------------2-------|

Eb                                    G#
I don t know if I will always love you

Eb                                    G#
I don t know if I will always need you

Eb        Fm              Gm          G#      Eb
But I know that you ll find your own way tomorrow

Eb                                G#
I just hope I see you in the morning

Eb                                         G#
I just hope I see you in this precious morning

Eb    Fm           Gm         G#   Eb
I know there is always the dream tomorrow

                          Fm
I m going to try again today

                     Bb
To say whats in my heart

                         Eb



And pray for a better tomorrow

                    G#
Make a brand new start

                        Fm            Bb
I m telling everybody to turn it up again

Cm                      Bb      G#            
Something s gotta cha - a - ange

           Fm 
Good bye yesterday

        Bb    
Try again today
 
                 Eb
Somethings gonna change

Maybe you can call me when you get to heaven
Maybe you can tell me I can go to hell
But I know rain or shine I ll be there tomorrow
Maybe its written in the stars above you
Maybe its just scratched in sand
But I know you ll find your own dream tomorrow

I m going to try again today
To say whats in my heart
And pray for a better tomorrow
Make a brand new start
I m telling everybody to turn it up again
Something s gotta change
Good bye yesterday
Try again today


